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About Us
As our group is based in the UK, we chose to
focus our research on UK game companies.
This will allow us to understand more about
the sector we may go into.
Report designed by Martyna Trykoszko

REPORT AIMS

1
2
3
4

To understand what makes certain games so successful
To learn more about specific UK based gaming companies
To get more information about job roles within the companies
To find out more about the gaming industry as a whole

We based our report on the gaming industry as we all share a common
passion for this area of media. Our specific topic came about due to our
interest in the sudden popularity of games. One recent example being
the American game ‘Among Us’, which saw growth during the COVID-19
lockdowns as a way to spend time with friends virtually.

L. FIRTH

Introduction
Game Development is the process of creating games. It covers both
designing and developing the game itself, as well as testing and releasing
it. Game Dev is a very versatile discipline; draws on computer science,
mathematics but also many fields related to art, such as graphic design,
film art, music production or dubbing. Because of its versatility gaming
industry is one of the fastest-growing media industries in the UK.
Considering how saturated the gaming market has become, what are the
determining factors behind a successful gaming release? This report will
present the history of the gaming industry, talk about the impact of social
media influencers and game franchises as well as cover six prominent
British gaming companies presenting their history as well as employment
opportunities. It will also present a detailed financial analysis of the
industry and explain, through SWOT analysis, the strengths and
weaknesses of one of the six companies.

M.TRYKOSZKO

History of the
Gaming Industry

Leanne Firth

Overview
Industry
The Games Industry has developed drastically over the past
3 decades, with
Roles

the move to online games and the popularity in competing in electronic
sports. During the recent COVID-19 pandemic, more people are gaming than
ever. Sales of physical games increased by 218% during the lockdowns, with
digital sales presumably being even higher. The gaming industry has become
one of the UK’s top employers. The industry is also relatively location-neutral
compared to other areas of media. In film for example, over half of the job
vacancies are based in London. With games, London is also the highest,
however it only represents 28% of the industry, meaning it is much more
likely to get a job elsewhere in the country within the gaming industry rather
than in film.

North East England-3.40%

Rest-2.06%

East of England-4.83%
Yorkshire and the Humber-5.90%

Greater London- 27.9%

West Midlands-15.7%

North East England-17.7%

South East England-22.5%

% of gaming vaccancies per region (2020)

Timeline

1940

1940 – The first recognised game
machine was displayed at the New
York World’s Fair. It was on display for
6 months and was played by around
50 000 people.

1972 – The Brown Box was then
released by Magnavox as the
Magnavox Odyssey. Around 300 000
consoles were sold in the 3 years
before it was discontinued. The poor
sales were blamed partly on the fact
that home gaming was a relatively
alien concept to most families.

1972

1967

1967 – The Brown Box was the first
game system created for commercial
home use. It would connect to a
television set and could be
programmed to play several games
such as four sports and ping pong.

1973 – Atari, founded by Nolan
Bushnell, began to sell their game
Pong and arcade machines began
emerging all over the world in bars,
shopping malls and several
restaurants.

1973

1973 – Empire was the first game
that involved players competing on
separate screens and was created for
the PLATO (Programmed Logic for
Automatic Teaching Operations)
network system.

Timeline
1974 – The 32-player space shooter
game, Spasim, was released for
PLATO and is considered the first
example of a 3D multiplayer game.
Despite this, PLATO was limited only
to large organisations such as
universities.

1974

1977

1977 – The Atari 2600 was released
but sales were very slow, selling only
250 000 machines in the first year.
The console was designed to play 10
simple games, such as Pong and
Tank. There was also an external
ROM slot for game cartridges, leading
to new games being created by
programmers around the world.

1975 –The first multiplayer humanto-human combat shooter, Gunfight,
was created due to the invention of
the microprocessor. This had a new
style of gameplay where one joystick
was used to shoot and another was
used to control movement.

1975

1980 – Sales of the Atari shot up to 2
million units in a year. This was due to
the release of the game Space
Invaders after the microprocessor
was integrated into the systems.

1980

About the companies

Kamila Curzytek

Mediatonic
Timeline

2005

Media Tonic was founded
in September 2005 by two
university students, Dave
and Paul.

2005

By December the same
year MediaTonic’s first
game was released
‘Snowman Salvage’ a webbased game which went
on to receive two million
viral hits.

2006

At the start of 2006 in
February, MediaTonic
moved into their first
office. After the web game
Media released a number
of games on the ios and
app store which gained
them more recognition
and success.

2010

In 2010 MediaTonic
received an investment
which allowed them to
grow further. The same
year Monsters (probably)
Stole my Princess released
on PSP and PS2. Then
another game launched
on PSP in November –
Who’s That Flying.

2012

Beginning of 2012 Frog
Capital invests into the
company adding more
funding, allowing the
company to grow further.
In the years following
MediaTonic move offices
again to accommodate
the increasing number of
staff and open an office in
Madrid, Spain.

Team17
Timeline

1990

Team17 was founded in
1990 by two merging
companies British 17-bit
software and Swedish
Team 7.

1991

1991, the release of their
first game full contact
became available on
Commodore Amiga
computer, it received
positive reviews from
magazines, which praised
the graphics.

1995

1995 First release of Total
Wormage, which would
later be known as Worms.
In 1997 After releasing
other versions and
additions to Worms such
as The Directors Cut. The
company began working
on the sequel which would
be PC-exclusive, and a
must have amongst
gamers in the 90s.

1997

2015

Fast-forward to 2015, the
80th game in the making,
The Escapists: The
Walking Dead becomes
Team17’s first licensed
game. Featuring elements
inspired by the original
comic series. The success
of this game played an
important role in this
games evolution, leading
to the production of The
Escapists 2 in later years.
2018 Team17 release their
100th game reaching a
huge milestone in their
companies growth and
output of games.

2018

Based in Wakefield, UK

Playdemic
Timeline

2010

Founded in 2010,
Playdemic is one of the
leading mobile game
companies in Europe,
based in the UK. They first
released Gourmet ranch
on Facebook in 2010,
which more games being
released on this social
media platform.

2017

In 2017 Golfclash was
released on mobile
worldwide climbing to the
top 100 games
downloaded on iOS
devices, peaking at 36th
based on number from
the US. This same year the
company was acquired by
TT Games.

2018

2018 Playdemic were
finalists for the Studio of
the Year and Game
Innovation award at the
Develop Awards.

2021

Currently this company
employs around 65
members of staff in their
office in Manchester.

Playground
Games
Timeline

2010
2012

Founded in 2010

In 2012 Forza Horizon was
released receiving positive
reviews from critics and
the gaming community.
From then onwards the
company keeps working
on this style of game,
launching expansion
packs as well as sequels to
the original.

2021

Currently Playground
Games employs over 200
people and are in the
process of developing a
new game, Fable.

2018

In 2018 Forza Horizon 4
was released worldwide on
Xbox One, Windows 10
and Xbox game pass, with
high rates of download.
Reaching two million
players within the first
week of release and by
mid 2019 Forza Horizon 4
reached ten million
players.

Based in Leamington
Spa

Bossa
Studios
Timeline

2010

Founded in 2010, the
company started out by
developing facebook
games such as
Monstermind and Merlin:
The Game.

2013

2020
2021
In 2020 Surgeon Simulator
2 was released.
Currently Bossa studios
employs around 200
employees.

In 2013: the company
started developing mobile
games like Deep
Dungeons of Doom and
Twelve. In the same year
Surgeon Simulator was
released, which picked up
a lot of attention from
YouTuber’s like Markiplier
and Jacksepticeye.

2015

2015 marked the officially
release of I am bread after
it being available as an
early access game.

Based in London

Media
Molecule
Timeline

2006

Founded in January 2006. A
month before the foundation of
the company they already had a
demo for a game idea, called "Mr.
Yellowhead". Over the months Mr.
Yellowhead went through some
changes and as the final step of
his evolution in October 2006
"Sackboy" was born. Less than
half a year later they announced
the game - LittleBigPlanet.

2008

November 2008 - the game
finally got released. In the
following year Media Molecule
won 18 awards. On top of that, 8
short months after release the
game already had 1 million
community generated levels
uploaded and ready for
everyone to play.

2010

The game became such a big success
that after years of collaboration in
May 2010 Sony Worldwide Studios
purchased the company which gave
another boost to them both
financially and in development and
marketing.

2011

In 2011 Media Molecule release
LittleBigPlanet 2, which again had
huge success. In January 2011
LittleBigPlanet 2 set 7 world records
with the help of a group of
developers and community
members at a special event in New
York. In the meantime, the 2 games
featuring Sackboy reached a total of
7 million community levels.

2020

Most recently in 2020 The company
released the game Dreams which
was in development for 7 years.

Based in Guildford

How does the UK gaming industry
compare worldwide?
In 2020 it was recorded that the Asia-Pacific region still held
the majority of share in the video game industry revenue,
making up 48% of the market. This is followed by North
America at 19% which is staggeringly lower. In terms of
individual countries China leads the way followed by the USA,
while the UK is 6th in the revenue share.

Gaming Industry Revenue Share
Revenue share ($Million)
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How do these UK
companies compete?
In comparison to the companies that exist across the globe, the companies
that are explored in this report do not match their success. However that is
not to say that they are not successful themselves. With these bigger
American and Asian gaming companies, they have much more funding
available to produce bigger games which sell well across the globe which
help with the success of companies such as Rockstar and Nintendo. Within
the UK gaming sector, companies such as Team17 and Playground Games
have also had their share of big successes both in the UK and abroad.
A great example of the success that a smaller gaming company has had in
the UK is MediaTonic who with the release of Fall Guys in 2020 have had a
huge hit within the gaming community.

Inside Gaming did an interview with Joe Walsh who is a
lead designer for Fall Guys in August last year a few
weeks after the release of the game. Walsh says in
response about how much popularity the game had
gotten in the first weeks of release that when they first
were showing off the game at events that “no-one even
[knew] us yet” which shows how this small company
felt before the release of the game, and how much
attention this game has brought them. During the
production of the game, the Fall Guys team “at its peak
was about fourty people”, and in December of 2020 an
article from The Guardian newspaper quoted cofounder Dave Bailey

Timeline
Interview

Nothing could prepare us for what would happen. The game
sold more than 11m copies on PC and became the most
downloaded PlayStation Plus game in history within about 60
days. We’re now approaching around 100 people working on
Fall Guys.
This shows how much a successful game can affect the
changes within a company, because of how much
attention Fall Guys brought to MediaTonic, to make sure
the game was keeping up with all the traffic that was
coming from players but also keeping the game up to
date required them to bring in a bigger team. The
interview with Walsh also questions how the company
feels about collaborations with other brands and
companies and what Walsh says here is that “any
collaboration would help boost Fall Guys up into the
public eye and now suddenly were there, and that
relationship has slightly changed... Companies are
coming to us”
Here we analyse that with a successful game comes success in other areas such as with
organising collaborations, instead of seeking out these collaborations themselves to help sell the
game, the large number of sales has gathered other companies who are interested in collabs
with them to contact them. Another article states that ‘Fall Guys generated $185 million on PC
sales alone during its first month’ making it the most successful launch on the platform since the
release of Overwatch back in 2016. This information stands alone to show how much success
there is to be had from a good game launch and what it can bring to a company, this is only one
success story from many which come from UK gaming industry companies.

Industry trends and
impact of social
media influencers

Leanne Firth

Game
franchises
and their impact
Some of the most popular video games
are from franchises, such as Call of
Duty, FIFA and Super Mario. This is to be
expected as new releases for the
franchise will be highly anticipated by
players. This is a great money-making
scheme for the gaming industry as they
will create a dedicated fan base who will
buy each new game as they come out.

Despite this, several games without a
franchise will also gain a large fan base, a
lot of this can be due to the impact of
social influencers. Viewers watching their
favourite streamers having fun playing a
game may encourage them to play the
games themselves. As previously
mentioned, the American game Among Us
was a prime example of this. The game was
created and released in 2018 by InnerSloth
but did not become popular until 2020, the
developers even planned to make a
second game but decided against it due to
the popularity with the original. The game
became the most streamed game on
Twitch in September 2020, encouraging
viewers to play the game themselves. It
was available on mobile as well as PC,
making it widely accessible for friend
groups to all play together during the
COVID-19 lockdowns.

Game
franchises
and their impact

Mediatonic’s game Fall Guys: Ultimate
Knockout was a UK based example of this.
After the release in August 2020, the game
was everywhere on YouTube and Twitch.
One streamer, DrLupo was identified as
“statistically the best” at the game and even
got early access to a new skin for his
character. On the other end of the scale was
TimTheTatman, with viewers flocking to his
stream to witness him rage as he failed
repeatedly. Another reason for the surge in
popularity may have come from the specific
marketing strategy of adding the game to the
PS Plus subscription to PlayStation. This
allowed those with the subscription to
download the game for free for an entire
month, coincidentally the month it was most
popular. This meant that it was easily
accessible and those who did not have a PS
Plus membership would be encouraged to
purchase the game to play with their friends.

Industry roles

Martyna Trykoszko

Industry
Roles

The booming game dev sector also
means a growing demand for
professionals in the industry. The most
popular positions in the video game
industry today are Unity and Unity3D
Developers, Game Project Managers,
and Graphic Designers. In addition,
candidates typical of other IT industries
are being sought after.

27

2019

According to Glassdoor, as of May 2021
there were 12513 game development
positions available in the UK. That
number includes all departments which
will be presented on the next pages

In the case of game dev for employers,
what matters is not only the ability to
coding or logical thinking but above all
creativity and passion for games. In
addition, specialists in this field must
have skills in it borderline, graphic
design, 3D animation, or video editing.

13

2011

Number of employees in the computer
games industry of United Kingdom (UK) from
2011 to 2019 in thousands

CAREER STRUCTURES
From the idea, through the implementation,
programming, design, testing phase to being sent
onto game shop shelves; both physical and virtual–
the process of creating computer games is long, and
because of that there is room for many specialists
from different fields and of different talents. Here is
a division into main career paths in game
development:

Gender
distribution

70%
MALE

• Art: Concept Artist, 3D Modelling Artist,
Enviroment Artist, SFX Artist, Texturing Artist
• Artistic and Technical: Technical Artist, Animator,
Graphics Programmer

28%
FEMALE

• Programming: Engine Programmer, Gameplay
Programmer, Physics Programmer, AI Programmer,
Tools Engineer, Audio Programmer, Network
Programmer

8%
NON BINARY

• Quality Assurance: QA Technician, Build Engineer

• Design: Creative Director, Gameplay Designer,
Level Designer, User Experience (UX) and User
Interface (UI) Designers, Writer, Sound Designer,
Music Composer.

• Production: Game Producer, Associate Producer,
Publisher, Brand Manager

Art department
Artists employed in the gaming industry
work on the visual side of the media. They
create models, textures, special effects and
are responsible for making sure the vision
created by the production department is
well translated and presented by the visual
media.

Art department employment by gender (%)

• Education needed: Degree or courses in
art, game design, animation, media
production. Education in these fields not
always required, often a strong portfolio
can be enough.
• Skills and predisposition: Creativity,
artistic skills, analytical and logical thinking,
good work organization, knowledge of
industry used software, communication
skills, basic programming skills are a bonus

29
female

Average Video Game
Artist Salary in United
Kingdom

2
non
binary

68
male

18k and less
10%
37k and more
10%

£23,500
Median: 24K
80%

Artistic and technical
department
This department is a bridge between arts
department and the programming
department. They make sure the visual
aspects of the game, such as models and
all the other assets not only look correct
but also work within the game
environment. They are responsible for
animation and rigging as well as making
sure all the graphics created by the art
department render out correctly and all
the visuals are cohesive and look like they
belong in the same world.

IT department employment by gender (%)

• Education needed: Technical school or a
degree in computer graphics, 2D and 3D
animation, illustrations, computer science,
game programming.

• Skills and predisposition: Creativity,
logical thinking, communication skills,
knowledge of animation software,
programming skills.

Average Video Game
Technicial Artist Salary
in United Kingdom

15
female

2
non
binary

83
male

19k and less
10%
47k and more
10%

£27,900
Median: 28K
80%

Programming department
Programming department’s role is
software development that is tailored to
the needs of a specific gaming title. This
involves assembling the platforms and
engines that will power the games, as well
as writing code for custom software to
support the unique requirements of
games. This department works closely with
QA and Design to ensure they are aware of
any newfound bugs and have current data
regarding the engine's performance and
any occurring issues that might need
fixing.

Programming employment by gender (%)

Education needed: Degree or courses in
programming, computer science, game
programming, IT, coding, mathematics,
artificial intelligence
Skills and predisposition: programming
skills and knowledge of a variety of coding
languages logical thinking, problemsolving, trouble shooting, software
development

Average Video Game
Programmer Salary in
United Kingdom

10
female

3
non
binary

87
male

19k and less
10%
44k and more
10%

£27,000
Median: 27k
80%

Quality Assurance
QA is responsible for testing the game at
all stages if development and reporting any
bugs and mistakes they think will have a
negative effect on the gameplay
experience. They test the code, test specific
aspects and ensure all triggers work
correctly. They are a crucial part of a game
development team as they constantly
provide everyone with the newest and de
bugged version of the game.

QA department employment by gender (%)

•Education needed: Degree or courses in
game programming, software
development, programming, computer
science, game design, artificial intelligence.
• Skills and predispositions: coding,
detailed knowledge of production
workflow, strong time management skills,
attention to detail, report writing

27
female

Average Video QA
Tester Salary in United
Kingdom

4
non
binary

69
male

18k and less
10%
32k and more
10%

£23,500
Median: 23K
80%

Design department
Design department works on polishing the
game’s overall vision and aesthetic. They
work on creating the story, settings,
characters and dynamics of a game, make
sure the levels are enjoyable and designed
in a way that is engaging and works
flawlessly. They make sure the game world
is cohesive, that music and sound is well
designed and works the way it was
intended. They put a lot of focus on the
user experience and making sure the
player will not be faced with poor design
choices that can potentially ruin their
experience.

Design department employment by gender (%)

• Education needed: degree in UX, UI,
interactive design, game design, computer
science, programming and software
development.
• Skills and predisposition: Creativity, ability
to operate graphics programs, planning
skills, understanding gameplay and
playability issues.

Average Video Game
Designer Salary in
United Kingdom

17
female

1
non
binary

82
male

20k and less
10%
45k and more
10%

£28,980
Median: 29K
80%

Production department
The production department’s job is to
secure the budget needed for the game’s
development process, make sure the
production cost is estimated, work is
properly scheduled, and then tracked
against completion to ensure the game will
be delivered on time. They also work on an
advertising campaign that will reach the
product's target audience by creating
detailed reports on the condition of the
gaming industry and by closely following
current design trends. They also manage
day-to-day parts of the project and ensure
everyone is following the plan.

Project managment employment by gender (%)

• Education needed: Degree in media
production, game production, marketing
and branding, management, business and
finance, data analysis.
• Skills and predisposition: Creative
thinking, planning skills, strong
management and logistics skills, passion
for games, understanding of game design
and its target audience, target audience
research, great communication skills.

Average Video Game
Producer Salary in
United Kingdom

41
female

1
non
binary

58
male

20k and less
10%
71k and more
10%

£44,250
Median: 44k
80%

Job Openings
as of May 2021

Team17-27 jobs
17.6%

Playdemic-2 jobs
1.3%
Media Molecule-32 jobs
20.9%

Bossa Studios-12 jobs
7.8%

Mediatonic-24 jobs
15.7%
Playground Games-56 jobs
36.6%

These six companies had 153 job posting available in May
2021. That is 1.2% of all job openings in the game
development industry that month.

Based on data collected from Glassdoor.com and company webistes in May 2021

Job Openings by departments
as of May 2021
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Based on data collected from Glassdoor.com and company webistes in May 2021

Job Openings by
departments
Production
3.1%

Design
15.6%

Programming
50%

Playdemic

Art
12.5%
Art and technical
6.3%

Media Molecule

QA
50%

QA
21.9%

Programming
40.6%

Production
7.1%

Design
32.1%

Art
13%

Art
23.2%
Production
39.1%

Playground
Games

Mediatonic

Art and technical
8.9%

QA
30.4%

QA
5.4%
Design
4.3%

Programming
23.2%

Programming
12.5%

Programming
13%

Art
11.1%

Production
18.5%

Bossa Studios

Design
7.4%

Team17

Art and technical
33.3%

Programming
18.5%
QA
87.5%

QA
11.1%

Based on data collected from Glassdoor.com and company webistes in May 2021

Employment data per
company
Team 17
144

Employs

Job openings

27

Bossa Studios

Job openings

Media Molecule
30

Employs

Job openings

32

Mediatonic
Employs

Job openings

240

85

Employs

12

Playdemic
Employs

Job openings

43
2

Playground Games
Employs

24
Job openings

308
56

Based on data collected from Glassdoor.com and company webistes in May 2021

Playdemic employment data
Compared to the other companies, Playdemic is not only one of the smallest
gaming studios but also provides the least amount of job opportunities as of May
2021
Moreover, the jobs they do currently offer are only in the programming and QA
sectors and are not looking for any artists or designers. This trend makes them
stand out compared to companies like Team 17 or Playground Games who seem
to constantly look for new talent to join their company and are looking to expand.
What is important to notice is that compared to the rest of the companies on the
list Playdemic is a social media game developer, which shows that a smaller
amount of employees both current and potential does not have to dictate how
successful the company will be. Mediatonic has started out as a company of only
25 people and that was the number of employees that worked on their hit game
Fall Guys.
Playdemic's financial situation (see finances and SWOT section) proves that despite
being a small company their yearly revenue stream is comparable to bigger, PC
oriented gaming companies.
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Based on data collected from Glassdoor.com and company webistes in May 2021

Financial analysis

Liam Burns

Introduction
This report will feature sales figures from Bossa Studios,

Playground Games, Playdemic, Team 17, Media Molecule and
Mediatonic. We will explore how these gaming companies

operate on a financial standpoint and further investigate how
they invest their revenue to further the gaming company’s

profits. We will further be reporting on the effects of covid19 and what impact that implements on these gaming

companies. The techniques the companies use in regard to
demographic and targeting certain individuals to buy their

games in order to make a sizable income for their company.

Playdemic are classed as a ‘big’ company because their revenue exceeds £156 million
GBP in 2019 which they have to turn in their fill accounts to the UK government and for
them to be audited, their profits are a very comfortable £107 million GBP which in turn
displays a very successful business.
Playdemics employees in 2018 was very small for such a large company only 43
employees were recorded in 2019 although a small number of employees cares for
such a low outstanding costs, Playdemic totalled a £19.6 million in 2019 which is a
52.5% increase on the previous year.

This graph shows the revenue for the gaming companies we are reporting on,
Playdemic has a sizeable stream of revenue being £156 million GBP. Bossa Studios falls
down the pack of gaming earning a respectable 4.7 million GBP for the indie studio.
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This graph shows the profits of the gaming companies we are reporting on,
Playdemic rises on top with their hit game Golf Clash which is played via a mobile
phone.
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The revenue from companies like Playdemic with their highly successful game Golf
Clash() which is exceptionally their only game that they have published. Golf
Clash’s release date was in 2017 and still in 2019 have a revenue of £156 million
GBP which can only relate to an extremely successful marketing strategy from
Playdemic.
There is a 57% difference from the revenue to the profit they made in 2019. The
reason for the 57% is for advertising, game developments, staff and taxes this all
contributes to the 57% that is taken from the revenue of the company.

The turnover by geographical market can be examined in this graph as Playdemic takes 94% of
their revenue from American & Canadian markets in 2019, this can be because of the PR team
of Playdemic are advertising and pushing for the American & Candian audience. Playdemic
could also expand to different continents like Asia in which mobile game companies like
Tencent & NetEase.
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Impact of Covid-19
The impact from covid-19 have been minimal for gaming companies, most of their
employees can work from home developing and maintaining their games.
Companies have gained extra revenue because of the lockdown in which people
have been stuck inside their house having more time for games.

Conclusion
Playdemic have an extremely sizable revenue and profit which is rather impressive
due to the company only releasing one game, Playdemic is extremely well
managed and continues to be an extremely profitable company.

SWOT Analysys
This report will be looking at the
strengths and weaknesses of the
company: Playdemic.

Liam Burns

Strengths

Playdemic compared to the other
companies we are reporting on are top
of the revenue chain in their own
respect with only 1 game in the game
catalogue.
Playdemic won Game of the year award
at TIGA games Industry Awards in 2017
with their hit game Golf Clash that has
been successful for them for 3 years
which is credit to the team at Playdemic
keeping their game relevant for so long
for gaming standards.
Golf Clash is Playdemics only game in
their catalogue, this can be placed as a
strength for the company as in some
aspects. The fees that are included to
develop games and advertise games can
be a worthy chunk out of Playdemic’s
pocket, having one game insures the
running and technical areas of this game
are not overlooked and can be fixed
instantaneously because its their only
game. This can give opportunities to not
have an excessive work force which
could cost Playdemic a higher
percentage of their profits.

Weaknesses

The weaknesses that Playdemic possess
is the lack of gaming library in their
portfolio which can give Playdemic a less
diverse player base because players
must have an interest in Golf Clash
which is limiting their cash flow and
audience.
Playdemic are very reliant on the United
States & Canada market in 2019 94% of
their revenue came from this part of the
world, Playdemic need to advertise
more in China/Japanese markets
because of how spectacularly Asian
companies have performed in the
mobile gaming industry with companies
like Tencent, NetEase and Mixi.

Opportunities

Threats

There are opportunities for the
residents of Manchester in which their
office is in the UK is based, they employ
around 65 workers which gives a limited
number of job opportunities for a rather
large city.
Playdemic has a career page on their
website which people looking for a
career with Playdemic can go to and
apply for a job in gaming which can give
a graduate an opportunity to work for
the company.
Playdemic highlights each qualification
that an applicant would need, an
aspiring game developer can check the
requirements on Playdemic’s website
and work towards that goal of working
for Playdemic.

The main threat towards Playdemic is
the failure to release more of a
catalogue of games which other
companies including Supercell & King
have 5+ games that are widely
successful and leapfrog Playdemic in the
revenue aspect of mobile gaming.
Playdemic – 2019 – 156,015,000 – 2018 –
147,455,000
Supercell – 2019 – 1,560,000,000 – 2018
– 1,600,000,000
This is a huge threat towards Playdemic
who only make approx. 10% of what
Supercell make in a year, this can be
extremely troubling for Playdemic and
have to innovate if they want to aspire
to be the biggest mobile phone gaming
company.
A big threat for gaming companies such
as Playdemic can be hackers/cheaters
modifying the game at Playdemic’s
expense making their players unhappy,
which can drive sales down because of
the nature of players needing to buy
microtransactions to keep the revenue
flowing.
Another threat towards Playdemic is
games that are similar to Golf Clash
which can become a nuisance to
Playdemic because competitors can take
their audience away from them.
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Conclusion
What we can conclude from this report is how much the UK gaming
industry is growing and will continue to expand in the future.
From this report, we have learnt more about the history of games, in order
to understand just how far the industry has come. With sales of games
increasing drastically over the past year, the sector is employing more
people than ever and will continue to be a successful part of the media
industry.
When it comes to the companies, we have found that size does not define
how much a company may grow or succeed, in the end everything must
be built from the ground up. It is how much work and effort is put into
these projects is what can help define the success of a company, however,
in most cases the success of a game is unpredictable as we have covered
in some examples. These smaller UK companies still play a big role in the
gaming community as proven with the number of sales they have
accumulated globally, creating hit games which give these UK companies a
positive reputation.

K. CURZYTEK, L. FIRTH
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